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Prandtl numbers. Plapp, 12 Szewczyk, 13 and Nachtsheim 14 conducted some of the earliest stability studies after the derivation of the accurate similarity solution by Ostrach. 15 Plapp 12 performed the stability analysis with a polynomial approximation of the boundary layer velocity profile and the Ostrach solution, respectively. Szewczyk 13 later visited the instability of the boundary layer at Pr = 10 and with the exact velocity profile. Nachtsheim further investigated the stability of natural convection boundary layers by a numerical integration method, 14 in which Prandtl numbers Pr = 0.733 and Pr = 6.7 were examined (air and water are representative working fluids, respectively). The effects of Prandtl numbers on neutral stability curves were later examined by Gill and Davey. 16 The study found out that the "Coriolis effects" driven instability of rotating fluids becomes increasingly important as the Prandtl number is increased. A "nose"-shaped neutral curve could be recognized by taking the buoyancy-driven instability into account with the same velocity profile.
The presence of neutral stability curves indeed suggests a disturbance filtering effect of natural convection boundary layers. Gebhart et al. conducted extensive studies from this perspective. [17] [18] [19] On the basis of Orr-Sommerfeld disturbance equations, Dring and Gebhart 17 and Gebhart and Mahajan 18 investigated the amplification of disturbances in vertical natural convection boundary layers. These studies revealed that the boundary layer would amplify artificial disturbances with a particular band of frequencies, whereas other disturbances would be damped, i.e., the boundary layer had characteristic frequencies at which disturbances were filtered. This phenomenon was referred to as the frequency filtering effect or frequency selectivity of thermal boundary layers. The temporal amplification of disturbance is also found to be frequency-dependent in one-dimensional transient flows. 19 Experimental research into natural convection boundary layers has focused on instability characteristics of boundary layers subjected to finite amplitude disturbances that could not be investigated in earlier linear stability analyses. Eckert and Soehnghen 20 used a Mach-Zehnder interferometer to observe the response of a thermal boundary layer subject to externally introduced perturbations of various frequencies. The evolution of the sinusoidal waves was noted in the experiment. Dring and Gebhart, 17 Knowles and Gebhart, 21 and Dring and Gebhart 22 later studied spatial evolution of frequency bands in natural convection boundary layers, and the frequencyfiltering effect was discussed more explicitly. As the advancement of measurement technique particle image velocimetry, most recent experimental studies by Zhao et al. 23, 24 examined flow structures of natural convection boundary layers in periodic flows undergoing natural or controlled transitions to turbulence. Wavelengths of flow structures have been obtained for natural convection boundary layers at Pr > 1.
Another important convective instability of natural convection boundary layers is the presence of a spectrum of traveling waves after the initiation of the boundary layer, which is also referred to as the "leading-edge effect." 25 Studies on this have been based on either the flow speed of the boundary layer [26] [27] [28] or the phase speed of disturbances. [29] [30] [31] Patterson et al. examined the "leading-edge effect" with both experiments and stability analyses. 29, 31 The studies confirmed that the traveling waves of the leading-edge effect propagate much faster than the fluid velocity of the boundary layer, and the model of Armfield and Patterson 29 successfully predicted the propagation speed of the "leading-edge effect." Up to twice the difference between the two speeds was also observed experimentally in the work of Mahajan and Gebhart 32 and Joshi and Gebhart. 33 Such greater phase velocity is also present in buoyant jets and plumes, which has been noted in Refs. 34 and 35. Apart from natural convection boundary layers from a heated semi-infinite surface, the instability and transition of natural convection were also studied in the context of flows in rectangular enclosures. Le Quéré 36, 37 revealed the instability and transition of boundary layers from steady to periodic flows and then to chaos in a cavity differentially heated from the sides with a large vertical aspect ratio. Le Quéré pointed out that the cavity flows have their own stability characteristics although the selective amplification mechanism does behave in a similar way as those boundary layers from a semi-infinite plate. Xin and Quéré 38 later examined the instability in this context with conducting horizontal walls and noted a Taylor-Görtler-type instability for small Prandtl numbers. Tao et al. 39 further studied the absolute and convective instabilities of boundary layers subject to the thermal stratification in a differential heated cavity. In more recent years, Xu et al. 40, 41 and Saha 42,43 also studied natural convection boundary layers in rectangular and triangular cavities. A double-layer structure was noted in the work of Xu et al. 41 and various important scales of natural convection boundary layers were derived in the work of Saha. 42, 43 Torres et al. 44, 45 investigated pitchfork and Hopf bifurcations of natural convection in a tilted parallelepiped cavity, from Rayleigh-Bénard convection to the heated-from-the-sides configurations, for a wide range of Prandtl numbers. 46 Thebault et al. recently examined the impact of external temperature distribution on the convective mass flow rate in a vertical channel. 47 In addition to the above analytical and experimental studies on instability of thermal boundary layers, direct stability analysis has become a powerful approach for studying instability and transition of natural convection boundary layers since it was first proposed by Armfield and Janssen. 48 A typical direct stability analysis is implemented in the framework of a direct numerical simulation (DNS), in which numerical perturbations are introduced into the computational domain, as proposed by Armfield and Janssen. 48 Brooker et al. 49 adopted this approach for a time-dependent boundary layer, in which an oscillatory behavior is observed well before the arrival of the leading-edge effect. Paul and Rees 50 and Paul et al. 51 also employed this method to examine linear and nonlinear instabilities of natural convection boundary layers, respectively. The physical outcome of a locally introduced time-dependent disturbance was revealed, and the instability of the disturbance was recognized to be a convective instability, rather than an absolute instability. Paul and Rees 50 also suggested that control of natural convection heat transfer may be achieved by introducing a small oscillatory disturbance. More recently, Zhao et al. 52, 53 have extended this method to three-dimensional (3D) natural convection boundary layers, in which some spatial characteristics of unstable boundary layers have been determined.
The above literature survey suggests that the instability of natural convection boundary layers for Pr < 1 has not been systematically studied from the perspectives of boundary layer control and heat transfer enhancement triggered by finite-amplitude perturbations, which is not possible by conventional linear stability analysis. The principal motivation of this study is to establish the link between small-amplitude perturbation triggered instability and heat transfer of natural convection boundary layers subjected to finiteamplitude perturbations along an isothermal plate in air. The full set of perturbed nonlinear two-dimensional governing equations is solved with an existing numerical procedure (Sec. III). The results include the analysis of the spatial evolution of the power spectrum in the boundary layer (Sec. IV B), determination of characteristic frequency bands (Secs. IV C and IV D), examination of heat transfer control using finite-amplitude disturbances (Sec. IV E), and the prediction of the speed of convective waves (Sec. IV F). This knowledge can enable the control of heat transfer by natural convection (Secs. IV E and IV F). Finally, the conclusions of this study are given in Sec. V. The natural convection boundary layer, without perturbations, is in its laminar steady regime, and Ra varies from 8.7 × 10 7 to 1.1 × 10 9 , just before the transition from laminar to turbulent flow where a periodic flow regime occurs. 54 
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A direct stability analysis is adopted to study instability and instability-induced heat transfer characteristics of the natural convection boundary layers. The two-dimensional computational domain (rectangular shape) for the natural convection boundary layer is adjacent to an isothermally heated vertical wall, which is shown in Fig. 1 (x = 0) . The height of the isothermally heated vertical wall is H = 1, and the width under consideration is Le = 0.5. The spanwise domain is determined to ensure that the far-field boundary condition does not influence the instability of the boundary layer. It is seen in Fig. 1 that the length scale of the computational domain in the spanwise direction is sufficient for the development of the boundary layer flow. In addition, the computational domain is extended downward and upward by He = 0.15 in the streamwise direction to reduce the influence due to reverse flows, which is the same as the treatment adopted by Zhao et al. 55 and Paul and Rees. 50 To obtain insight into the instabilities of the thermal boundary layers, random-mode and single-mode numerical perturbations are introduced into a narrow finite boundary near the leading-edge of the heated surface, as depicted in Fig. 1 (by the red segment). The numerical perturbations are applied in the form of the boundary condition in the governing equation. Two-dimensional (2D) dimensionless governing equations with a Boussinesq approximation are given in the following equations:
where u and υ are the dimensionless forms of the physical velocity components U, V in the x and y directions, p is the dimensionless form of the pressure P, t and T are the dimensionless forms of the physical time τ and temperature θ, and the normalized forms are expressed as follows:
The global Rayleigh number and the Prandtl number are defined in the following equations:
In the above formula, g represents the acceleration of gravity, ν, β, and κ represent the kinematic viscosity, thermal expansion coefficient, and thermal diffusion coefficient of the working fluid at ambient temperature θ 0 , respectively, where Δθ = θw − θ 0 represents the difference between the constant temperature of the vertical plate (θw) and the ambient temperature (θ 0 ). Rayleigh numbers in 
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The boundary conditions for the computational domain where the thermal boundary layer will develop are expressed as follows:
The initial temperature in the computational domain is T 0 = 0, and the fluid is considered to be stationary before the start of heating on the vertical surface; the initial conditions are expressed in the following equation:
In the above expressions, Ts represents the source of the temperature disturbance. The temperature disturbance is introduced at the leading edge of the vertical plate (0 ≤ y ≤ 0.015), as indicated by the red line in Fig. 1 . When a random disturbance is introduced, the disturbance source Ts is defined as follows:
or
where Ar represents the amplitude of the random-mode disturbances and the RNG(t) is a random number generator used to generate statistically uniformly distributed random numbers between 0 and 1. A similar treatment was adopted in the work of Chen et al. 56 for perturbing all solutions of the system. In the present randommode perturbation experiments, Ar is determined by separate trials to ensure that the instability properties obtained in this study are perturbation amplitude independent. For the single-mode perturbation experiments, the disturbances are prescribed using Eq. (11b), where fpt is the frequency of the single-mode disturbances and As is the amplitude. Here, As = 4, Ar is chosen to observe the linearto-nonlinear transition, and the possible dependence of the heat transfer enhancement on As is also analyzed. The amplitudes of perturbations used for all cases are given in Table I .
III. NUMERICAL PROCEDURES AND TESTS
The governing equations along with Boussinesq approximation were solved implicitly using a finite-volume method. This code has been successfully applied in the previous studies by the same group. 53, [57] [58] [59] The SIMPLE 60 and QUICK 61 schemes were employed for pressure-velocity coupling and advection terms, respectively.
The spatial derivatives were discretized using the second-order central differencing scheme, and the unsteady terms were integrated by a second-order backward difference scheme.
To ensure the instabilities to be discussed are independent of the grid, time step, disturbance amplitude, streamwise computational domain, and the three dimensionalities, several tests were carefully performed, which are shown in Fig. 2 . The figures show the power spectra of the temperature time series obtained at a representative position (x = 2 × 10 −3 , y = 0.90). This probe location is within all thermal boundary layers of the present study, and the results to be discussed are probe location independent. It is worth noting that all the temperature time series were obtained in the convectively unstable stage of the boundary layer. Figure 2 (a) presents the power spectra obtained from randommode perturbation experiments using the three sets of grid sizes, i.e., 510 × 200, 680 × 250 and 935 × 280. The grid systems were all constructed with Δx = 8 × 10 −4 adjacent to the wall and expanded in the horizontal direction (x) by a factor of 1.05, with a uniform grid distribution in the vertical direction (y). The results obtained with the three sets of grid systems are summarized in Table I , as the cases 1, 4, and 5. The peak (dominant) frequencies and the corresponding powers are obtained through fast Fourier transform of the temperature time series probed in the position (x = 2 × 10 −3 , y = 0.9). It is worth noting that all the temperature time series were obtained in the convectively unstable stage. It can be seen from the figure that the power spectra obtained using different grid systems are reasonably consistent. The peak frequency, which is of great interest in the present study, is identical from the grids 680 × 250 and 935 × 280. To reduce computational cost without compromising accuracy, the grid 680 × 250 was deemed appropriate for subsequent simulations.
The power spectra obtained with three sets of time steps (Δt/5, Δt, 2Δt) and the grid 680 × 250 are shown in Fig. 2(b) . The comparison of the peak frequencies and the corresponding powers of the temperature time series are summarized in the cases 1, 6, and 7 (see Table I ). It is seen that the peak frequency is reduced by 1% when the time step is changed from Δt to Δt/5. The variation due to the time step is negligible for the interest of the present study. The time step Δt = 4.5 × 10 −8 is therefore adequate for resolving the power spectrum and in particular the peak frequency of the dominant frequency band, which is employed for the subsequent simulations.
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In order to ensure that the boundary layer flow is in the regime in which the boundary layer responses linearly to perturbations, the amplitude of the random-mode perturbation is tested. In principle, infinitesimal perturbations could trigger the instabilities of the flow. The cases 1, 2, and 3 given in Table I were obtained with three different disturbance amplitudes. The amplitude test started with Ar = 0.05 and extended to amplitudes Ar/2 and 2Ar. It is seen from these three cases that the change of the rms of temperature response is quasilinear with respect to the perturbation amplitude. Therefore, the power spectra obtained using the three perturbation amplitudes reflect the nature of the thermal boundary layer. It is worth noting that the power spectra are normalized to facilitate the comparison in Fig. 2(c) .
To mitigate the reverse flow at the exit boundary from affecting the boundary layer in the region of interest (0 < y < 1), the computational domain is extended in the streamwise direction by He = 0.15, 0.3, and 0.45, respectively. The power spectra obtained from the temperature time series probed at the same location (x = 2 × 10 −3 , y = 0.9) but with different computational domain extensions are shown in Fig. 2(d) , corresponding to cases 1, 8, and 9. It is seen in the figure that the influence of reverse flow at the boundary has been effectively minimized when an extension of 0.15 in the streamwise direction is employed. Further extending the region to 0.30 and 0.45 would not result in a considerable difference. Therefore, the computational domain in the present study was extended by setting He = 0.15.
A separate three-dimensional simulation (3D) was also performed using the identical settings as described above, expect for a periodic boundary condition in the spanwise direction. The mesh of the 3D domain was 680 × 250 × 40. The power spectrum from the 3D simulation was obtained from the temperature time series probed on a plane between the periodic boundaries at the identical streamwise and wall-normal locations as that used in the 2D simulations. It is seen in Fig. 2 (e) that the spectra from 2D and 3D numerical simulations are consistent, suggesting that the instability of the boundary layer can be fully resolved by 2D numerical simulations. Boundary layers in the present study at smaller Ra are therefore studied by 2D simulations.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Convectively unstable stage
In order to understand the spatiotemporal evolution of these convective instabilities in the thermal boundary layer, the contours of temperature disturbance of representative time instants are plotted in Fig. 3 , along with the time series of temperature probed at two downstream locations, closer (y = 0.1) and farther (y = 0.9) from the leading edge. The contours of the temperature disturbance of the first three time instants (i.e., t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 ) clearly demonstrate the propagation of the leading-edge effect induced convective waves, as shown in Figs. 3(b.1)-3(b.3). After the passage of this group of waves, the boundary layer enters its steady state, as shown in Fig. 3(b.4) . The boundary layer could be convectively unstable. By seeding random perturbations, amplification and propagation of traveling waves are then seen in the boundary layer, as shown in Fig. 3(b.5 ). It is also interesting to note that the wavelengths of the convective waves caused by the leading-edge effect and the numerical perturbations are different. The former varies significantly in the streamwise direction, whereas the latter has a rather uniform wavelength. After the removal of the numerical perturbations, the convective waves in the boundary layer disappear at fixed locations, as shown in Fig. 3(b.6) .
B. Spatial spectral modulation and filtering
To understand the spatial evolution of the frequencies in the thermal boundary layer, the spectra obtained at five representative streamwise locations are shown in Fig. 4(a) , while their corresponding temperature time series probed in the boundary layer at x = 2 × 10 −3 are shown in Fig. 4(b) . It is seen in Fig. 4(a.1) that the wide range of frequencies of numerical perturbations has been modulated by the thermal boundary layer close to the leading edge at y = 0.03. A low-frequency band dominates at this streamwise location, and in the meantime, higher frequencies spread out in the spectrum without showing any other distinct frequency band. As In addition, Figs. 4(a.1)-4(a.5) reveal the existence of a peak or characteristic frequency fc that corresponds to the maximum value of the power spectrum in the boundary layer. The characteristic frequency fc initially appears in the upstream low-frequency band of the boundary layer. As the gradual decaying of the low-frequency band and the amplifying of high frequencies occur, the characteristic frequency fc shifts to the high-frequency band. Hence, fc has undergone a transition in the frequency space of the boundary layer, as captured in Figs. 4(a.1)-4(a.5), finally remaining unchanged downstream until it is fully developed, as shown for y > 0.5. This stable fc will be revisited in Sec. IV C from the perspective of single-mode perturbation experiments.
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C. The nature of the characteristic high-frequency band
To reveal the nature of the characteristic high-frequency band and the associated peak frequency, numerical experiments with single-mode perturbation were conducted, in which various perturbation frequencies were introduced deviating from the peaking frequency fc (determined in Sec. IV B) by nΔf, where n is an integer, fc = 74 472, and Δf = 20 200. It is worth noting that the numerical procedure adopted for the single-mode perturbation simulations is identical to that of random-mode perturbations.
The spatial structures of the instantaneous temperature instability waves in the thermal boundary layers perturbed using the representative single-mode frequencies are shown in Fig. 5 . These spatial structures clearly show that the thermal boundary layer perturbed at fc presents an instability-wave-shedding toward the farfield in the downstream boundary layer approximately from y = 0.6. In contrast, the instability waves in the first section of the boundary layer, ca. y < 0.5, behave as typical convective waves. 62 As the perturbation frequency is slightly deviated from fc to fc + ∆f, the shedding effect occurs at a further downstream location in the boundary layer, approximately starting from y = 0.8. As the perturbation frequency further deviates from the characteristic frequency, only single-rolllike convection waves were observed in the range of 0 < y < 1 of the thermal boundary layer. A similar trend can also be seen as the perturbation frequency negatively deviates from the characteristic frequency, as shown in Figs. 5(a)-5(d).
The hypothesis of characteristic frequency band discussed in Sec. IV A is further verified by a series of single-mode perturbation numerical experiments. The power spectrum of the temperature time series probed at a representative location in the random-mode perturbation numerical experiment is shown in Fig. 6 , overlaid with the standard deviations of the temperature time series T std obtained from various single-mode perturbation simulations at three y locations. From these results, it is clear that T std is always the largest at a given location for the perturbations with the characteristic frequency fc. In other words, the spectrum depicted by the standard deviations of temperature fluctuations due to a series of single-mode perturbations is consistent with the one obtained from the randommode perturbation numerical experiment. The cutoff frequencies of the spectrum can be approximately determined to be at fLC = 44 172 FIG. 6. The overlap of the frequency bands (right axis) determined by the randommode perturbations at y = 0.85 and standard deviation of temperature (left axis) for a single-mode perturbation at three y locations. and fRC = 114 872. These results reveal that the high-frequency band discovered in the random-mode perturbation numerical experiment does reflect the underlying convective instability properties of the thermal boundary layer.
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D. Dependence of characteristic frequency on Ra
The characteristic frequencies of thermal boundary layers for global Rayleigh numbers ranging from Ra = 6.6 × 10 8 to 1.1 × 10 9 are compared against the results in the work of Gebhart and Mahajan, 18 and the determined characteristic frequencies are given in Table II . It is worth clarifying that both the dimensionless and dimensional characteristic frequencies are presented to facilitate the comparison against the semi-experimental correlation reported in the work of Gebhart and Mahajan. 18 It is seen in the table that there are some variations in the characteristic frequency obtained from the present analysis and the semiexperimental correlation. These variations could be attributed to resolutions in both the experiments of Gebhart and Mahajan 18 and the present numerical simulations. Despite these variations, the characteristic frequencies revealed here could be an important design guide in engineering practices.
To obtain a generic understanding of the dependence of the characteristic frequency on the Rayleigh number, the correlation between the characteristic frequency and the Rayleigh number is obtained as follows, with an adjusted R 2 of 0.99: The dimensional characteristic frequency fc * on properties of fluids is then given in the following equation, by multiplying the dimensionless frequency scale by H −2 v −1 :
It is understood from Eq. (12b) that the dimensional characteristic frequency depends on the temperature difference, thermal expansion coefficient, kinematic viscosity, and thermal diffusivity. Interestingly, it does not depend on the height H. To discern the dominating factor, a phenomenological amplitude dependence of the dimensional frequency and temperature difference can be expressed as
The fittings of the correlations (12b) and (12c) yield the coefficients of proportionality 7/100 and 11/50, respectively, which are shown in Fig. 7(b) , along with the characteristic frequencies determined by the present stability analysis. It is seen that a larger temperature difference always results in a higher characteristic frequency of the thermal boundary layer. It is also worth commenting that the amplitudes of the characteristic frequencies depend Physics of Fluids ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/phf more strongly on the temperature difference, while the thermal expansion coefficient, kinematic viscosity, and thermal diffusivity also affect the characteristic frequencies marginally.
E. Instability-induced heat transfer enhancement
The results obtained so far could be used in thermal boundary layer control for heat transfer enhancement by natural convection, which could be implemented by introducing external disturbances of finite-amplitude near the leading edge. The dependence of heat transfer characteristics on the amplitude of disturbances is also examined.
In order to obtain a direct comparison of the heat transfer of the thermal boundary layers with and without numerical perturbations, the deviation of the Nusselt number Nup from the baseline case Nuo (without any perturbation) is used. The quantity E(y) is then defined as the heat transfer enhancement factor, given as
where Nup and Nuo are the Nusselt numbers of the heated surface with and without numerical perturbations, respectively. Note that a positive value of E results in an enhancement of heat transfer, whereas a negative value indicates a reduction in heat transfer from the baseline steady state case. The streamwise profiles of the heat transfer enhancement factors, i.e., E(y) calculated using Eq. (13a), are shown in Fig. 8 , in which the red solid line is for the scenario with perturbations (instantaneous profile) and the blue dotted line indicates the baseline case without enhancement (steady state). It can be clearly seen in the figure that, for the perturbed case, the heat transfer enhancement factor fluctuates with a rather symmetric amplitude about E(y) = 0 in the upstream boundary layer up to about y = 0.3. It then increases dramatically in the downstream boundary layer, as suggested by the streamwise asymmetrical profiles of the two envelopes. This is due to the fact that the downstream boundary layer enters a highly nonlinear regime. A similar transition and mechanism have been discovered and discussed by Zhao et al. 55 for thermal boundary layers at Pr > 1.
From the understanding obtained in Sec. IV C, it can be inferred that the heat transfer enhancement factor depends on the perturbation frequency. Such a dependence is therefore investigated in terms of the total heat transfer enhancement factor, estimated as follows:
The total heat transfer enhancement [determined by Eq. (13b)] as a function of the perturbation frequency is shown in Fig. 9 overlaid with the determined characteristic frequency band of the boundary layer. These results immediately clarify that the heat transfer enhancement strongly depends on the perturbation frequency. The spectra of heat transfer enhancement factors coincide with the characteristic frequency band of the boundary layer. Furthermore, the characteristic frequency is independent of the perturbation amplitude, as demonstrated in Fig. 9 for As and As/2.
To examine the effects of perturbation amplitude on the heat transfer enhancement factor, additional simulations were conducted with various perturbation amplitudes. Figure 10 shows that the perturbation amplitude does increase the heat transfer enhancement, but at different rates depending on the value of the amplitude and only when the perturbation frequency is close to the characteristic value. In contrast, the heat transfer enhancement seems to have a much stronger sensitivity against perturbation frequencies. For example, if the perturbation frequency was outside the characteristic frequency band, i.e., fc − 3Δfc or fc + 3Δfc, the perturbation amplitude does not affect the heat transfer enhancement factor so long as the perturbation does not alter the nature of the boundary layer. Another relationship worth examining is that between the heat transfer enhancement factors and the Rayleigh number at fixed perturbation amplitudes of As. Here, the characteristic frequency of the boundary layers at each Rayleigh number is introduced. It is seen in Fig. 11 that the larger the Rayleigh numbers, the greater the heat transfer enhancement factor. This is because the boundary layer is less stable at larger Rayleigh numbers, i.e., the transition from the linear to nonlinear regime occurs at shorter critical lengths from the leading edge.
F. Convective instability propagation
The propagation of convective waves is worth examining quantitatively although qualitative observations have been made in previous studies. [29] [30] [31] A semi-analytical correlation will also be derived for phase velocity estimation, which could facilitate the design of a boundary layer control scheme. From a perspective of engineering practice, the base flow of a thermal boundary layer can behave as a medium on which the propagation of phase velocity could be probed as a trigger signal to serve as part of an active control scheme. The arrival time of an external perturbation can be predicted for a given downstream location of the thermal boundary layer from the understanding of propagation speed of convective waves.
Convective waves were found to be produced by exciting the thermal boundary layer (after it has reached the steady stage) with single-mode perturbations near the leading edge. As shown in Fig. 12(a) , it takes an amount of time Δt for the convective traveling waves to propagate a distance from a location near the leading edge (y = 0.3) to a downstream location (y = 1) in the boundary layer. Such a propagation was historically described by Goldstein and Briggs 26 although that study was for the group of waves initiated by leading-edge effect,
where υ(x, t) is the vertical velocity obtained from the onedimensional solution given by Schetz and Eichhorn, 63 the maximum is taken based on the largest streamwise displacement. The vertical velocity υ(x, t) is given by
where i 2 erfc(z) is the second integral of the complementary error function erfc(z) with argument z. This estimate given by Eqs. (14) and (15) essentially predicts the propagation based on the flow speed of the boundary layer. A slightly different estimate was also given in the work of Brown and Riley, 27 in which the propagation velocity was replaced by local maximum velocity of the main flow.
The understanding of propagation of leading-edge effects in thermal boundary layers has pointed out that the propagation speed is greater than the main flow of the boundary layer, [29] [30] [31] for the flow of the boundary layer either from a semi-infinite plate or in a differentially heated cavity. The propagation speed has been associated with the fastest phase speed of the group of waves that propagated along the boundary layer. This yields the following expression for the propagation distance:
where cr max is the fastest phase velocity at time t, which can be determined by a linear stability analysis. The one-dimensional solution was obtained by Armfield and Patterson, 29 which is omitted here for the sake of clarity.
To obtain insights into the propagation of the convective waves by taking streamwise-dependent variation into account, the propagation distance yp is obtained from Eq. (17) and is depicted in Fig. 12(b) ,
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where cx is the speed of the convective waves probed locally at x, determined directly using the numerical results. This approach may bring a variation of approximate 7% in the determined wave propagation speed due to the limitation in spatial resolution of the downstream wave crests. It will be shown that this uncertainty does not affect the quantitative correlation of the wave speed and the flow speed of the boundary layer.
To understand the propagation speed of convective waves for a wide range of Rayleigh numbers, Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) present the flow speed of the boundary layers and the wave propagation speeds in the boundary layers, at five global Rayleigh numbers: 1.1 × 10 9 , 6.6 × 10 8 , 4.4 × 10 8 , 2.2 × 10 8 , and 8.7 × 10 7 . It is readily seen in the figure that there is a power-law growth in a finite upstream boundary layer and an approximate linear growth after y = 0.2. Furthermore, the ratio of the propagation speeds and the boundary layer speeds Physics of Fluids ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/phf is estimated using the following definition, with computed values shown in Fig. 13(c) :
Surprisingly, the ratios η determined by Eq. (18) range from 2.5 to 4.4 at y = 0.2 and from 3.6 to 6.2 at y = 1, for the five global Rayleigh numbers under consideration. Note that the magnitude of the uncertainty in the determination of wave speed, which is mentioned above, is relatively negligible for the following discussion since cx is significantly smaller than v. It is also evident that the ratio of wave propagation speed cx and flow velocity v in the boundary layer presents a quasilinear behavior in the streamwise direction after y = 0.2. The spatial growth rates of the ratios have approximately similar magnitudes although the ratios prove to be Rayleigh number dependent.
A natural question that arises in regard to the dependence of the ratio η on perturbation frequency f is also preliminarily visited. It was found that the ratio η is nearly independent of the perturbation frequency so long as it falls within the characteristic frequency band. If a perturbation falls outside the characteristic frequency band, it would be damped out near the leading edge by the boundary layer, resulting in waves whose speed could not be determined by the present approach.
Finally, it is also of interest to obtain the scale of the wave propagation speed, which can be associated with the velocity scale of the streamwise boundary layer velocity given in the work of Lin and Armfield, 64 for Pr < 1, The scale of the wave propagation speed can therefore be associated with the boundary layer speed scale, which is expressed as follows, by an approach similar to Patterson et al.: 31 csc ∼ υscPr 2/3 ∼ Ra 1/2 y 1/2 Pr.
To demonstrate the validity of the propagation speed scale given in Eq. (21) , the propagation speeds obtained at various streamwise locations for the boundary layers corresponding to five global Rayleigh numbers are plotted against the speed scale. It is immediate clear from Fig. 14 that the proposed scale is valid for the full range of Rayleigh numbers under consideration and predicts well the spatial dependence.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The convective instability characteristics of the natural convective boundary layers of Pr = 0.7 and Ra = 8.7 × 10 7 -1.1 × 10 9 from a vertical isothermal plate were studied by direct stability analysis-solving the full set of perturbed governing equations in a two-dimensional computational domain. First, to investigate the intrinsic stability properties of the boundary layers, random-mode numerical perturbations were introduced near the leading edge of the steady stage boundary layer. Then, based on the knowledge obtained from the random-mode perturbation numerical experiments, single-mode perturbation simulations were implemented focusing on characteristic frequencies to obtain insight into the dependence of perturbation amplification and heat transfer on perturbation frequency. The propagation of convection waves in boundary layers was also examined and a scale for the propagation speed was obtained, which has potential applications for thermal boundary layer control.
The random-mode perturbation for the boundary layer at Ra = 1.1 × 10 9 revealed a detailed spatial evolution of the boundary layer spectrum in terms of frequency, which is an analysis that is not possible with a conventional stability theory. The evolution can be characterized by the decay of perturbations in a low-frequency band along with the amplification within a high-frequency band. The latter eventually develops to encompass the characteristic frequency band of the boundary layer, i.e., the dominant frequency that represents the intrinsic or natural frequency of the boundary layer. The random-mode perturbation numerical experiments were extended to cover a range of Rayleigh numbers. It is then revealed that the characteristic frequency depends on the global Rayleigh number and the dependence is derived to be fc = 0.07Ra 2/3 .
The characteristic frequency and frequency band identified by random-mode numerical perturbation experiments were verified by separate single-mode perturbation experiments. It is confirmed that a perturbation with the characteristic frequency always yields the maximum boundary layer response. The perturbations were damped quickly by the boundary layer if the perturbation frequency was outside the characteristic frequency band. This phenomenological result can be referred to as the resonance of the boundary layer. By triggering the maximum response of the boundary layer due to a resonance between a perturbation at the characteristic frequency and the boundary layer of the same natural frequency, the averaged heat transfer by the boundary layer was enhanced by up to 30%, compared to the steady boundary layer of Ra = 1.1 × 10 9 .
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This enhancement is also proved to be Ra dependent if the boundary layer flows are all perturbed with their corresponding characteristic frequency of the same perturbation amplitude. Finally, the propagation of superimposed single-mode waves was examined. The propagation speed was found to be significantly greater than the flow speed in the boundary layer, approximately up to six times, and occurred at the lowest investigated Rayleigh number of Ra = 8.7 × 10 7 . To deliver a prediction tool, a semi-analytical scale of the propagation speed was proposed as Ra 1/2 y 1/2 Pr, derived from the numerical results and the boundary layer velocity scale. These results provide insight into the control and manipulation of convective instabilities of natural convection boundary layers in air (Pr = 0.7), which is a ubiquitous fluid flow in scientific and engineering applications.
